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RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES OVERVIEW
Sustainable buildings outperform their
conventional competitors in all relevant areas
— environmentally, socially and financially.
Increased communication by real estate agents
to potential buyers/sellers about sustainability
features is likely to improve the price and
time to sell. Records indicate that houses
with sustainable features achieve the most
competitive market price.
This guide is backed by extensive research by
experts across the Queensland University of
Technology (QUT) and industry agents, through
Australian Research Council (ARC) Linkage
project funded by Federal Government and
industry partners. This guide provides a way to
ensure buyers and sellers are fully aware of the
importance of sustainable housing when they
buy or sell. Investigations involved 215 houses,
which were sold multiple times between
2004-2014, in Kelso, Townsville, QLD.

Among 215 houses with repeated sales,
22 houses had documented sustainability
features. These 22 houses took less days to
sell from 2011-2013 and achieved higher sales
price from 2010, compared to the other houses
without documented sustainability features.
The practicality of this guide is to support real
estate agents in communicating sustainability
features to potential buyers and sellers. Another
intention is to raise awareness in general so
people realise there is huge untapped potential
for sustainable property as investment products.

KEY POINTS
•	Home buyers as well as sellers need
information about the economic benefits of
sustainability features.
•	5.1% of Australian household wealth was
held in residential property in 2016.

•	Properties with recorded sustainability
features took up to 13 days less to sell*.
•	House median price was 10% higher for
properties with sustainability features*.

•	Residential property buyers and sellers
need valuable information to help guide
their decision making in transactions.

*Disclaimer: This guide is based on expert investigations of 215 houses that were sold multiple times within a top-selling suburb (Kelso) with the highest number
of sales transactions in Townsville from 2004-2014.
Note: The term “Sustainability features” is used for brevity, and represents sustainability-related features that were recorded in relation to each property.
© Copyright PRDnationwide 2018
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SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES:
TOP 7 BENEFITS FOR RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
Improved comfort &
long-term lifestyle

4

3

5

Less days
to sell listed
property

Higher
median price

2

6

Reduced
construction
materials &
emissions

Higher
resale value

1

7

More savings
on utility
bills & less
maintenance

Informed
decisionmaking

Source: BCA 2010. Wong, 2017; Lorenz & Lützkendorf, 2008; Pilkington et al, 2011; APM Pricefinder, realestate.com.au; CoreLogic RPData; Real Estate
Institute of Australia
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IDENTIFYING SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES:
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
The most well-known definition for sustainable development is “development which meets the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World
Commission on Environment and Development, 1987).
Sustainability features mean different things to different people. Here, we have considered the function
and layout of the space that will be used, the health and safety of occupants, how comfortable
occupants are, the costs to occupants, and the lifespan of the building.

TOP 7 SUSTAINABILITY
BENEFITS FOR
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
	More savings on utility bills
& less maintenance

NBN/Wifi/IT
hardware
wired correctly

	Reduced construction materials & emissions
Less days to sell listed property

Higher resale value

Improved comfort & long-term lifestyle

Informed decision-making

Roof insulation

Quality/long-life main building
materials used in bathrooms
and kitchens

Building
materials are
non-toxic

Solar
panels

Higher median price

Energy
efficient
light fittings

Regulated
height for
rooms

820mm wide
doorway to
bathroom/toilet
Low-flush
toilets

Ceiling
insulation
Wall insulation
Efficient tap
fittings

Floor insulation
Cross
ventilation
Mains
water supply
connection

Termite barrier

Doors to yard/
outdoor area
Social activity
space

Open floor house
plan

Energy efficient
appliances

Vegetable
garden

Hard-wired
photo electronic
smoke alarm

Grey
water

Additional Sustainability Features
•	Site located away from threats of landslide, soil slip
and flooding
•	Site block is rectangular allowing for the most efficient
land use
• House designed by architects and/or developer
• Ideal ratio of bedrooms/bathrooms
• Bathroom/toilet is located on lowest level
• Each room fits a suitable need

•	Property usage is in accordance with the regulated zone as
defined by the city council
• There are adequate boundary setbacks for the property
• House is connected to the mains electricity network
•	Easy to install items that will assist those with less mobility
without causing major structural change
•	Kitchen and bathroom main features can be easily renovated
•	Kitchen and or bathroom/s been updated within the last
10 years

© Copyright PRDnationwide 2018
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Water
tank

TOP SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES:
FOR RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
What makes a house sustainable? To find out, we have formulated the Green Housing Scorecard,
which takes into consideration real estate agents’ top 3 sustainability features in the 5 categories below.
To find out your green house rating visit PRD.com.au/green.
• Spatial planning - Considers the function and layout of the space that will be used
1. Site area - Entire area within the property boundary and house is situated well on the block e.g. away
		 from threats of landslide, soil slip and flooding.
2. Number of key rooms (bedrooms/bathrooms) - The number, placement, functionality and flexibility of
		 key rooms e.g. the house has an open floor plan that allows for multiple uses and can be easily adapted to
		 a changing lifestyle.
3. Zoning/land use - Regulated zone/land use is permitted by city council, as well as interconnection of 		
		 internal rooms and external spaces e.g. adjoining or direct entries/exists from internal rooms to the
		 yard/outside.
• Occupant health and safety - Considers the health and safety of occupants
1. Smoke alarms - Installed hard-wired photoelectric smoke alarm.
2. P
 est control measures - Method of controlling/destroying pests such as termites and rodents e.g. traps
to monitor insects, termite protection barrier, documentation of chemical or non-toxic substance treatments.
3.	Building materials - Materials used consider the impact on health (e.g. low volatile organic compound
(VOC) materials, glues and furnishings used to help improve indoor air quality) and design (e.g. safety
measures to avoid trip and fall hazards such as railings)
• Occupant comfort - Considers how comfortable occupants are
1. B
 uilding orientation - With a northern orientation (minimal east/west exposure) the building can take
advantage of the sun’s natural lighting at different times of the day. Also, by installing shading/sun control
you can minimise direct sunlight in summer and bring it in during winter.
2. Insulation - Insulation in the roof, ceiling, walls and floor will enhance comfort & reduce energy consumption.
3. C
 ross-flow ventilation - Allows cooler/warmer outdoor air to freely move through the house for natural
cooling/warming, enhancing comfort and reducing energy consumption.
• Operation and services - Considers the costs to be incurred by occupants
1.	Water service connections - Connection to the mains water supply and/or grey water systems and rain
water tanks. As well as water efficient tap fittings and low flush toilets.
2.	Type of communication/data service connections - Existence of reliable communication/data services
such as NBN or Wi-Fi and all IT items are wired properly.
3. T
 ype of energy service connections - Connection to the main electricity network and/or rooftop solar
panels and battery storage systems as well as energy efficient lights and fixed appliances.
• Building durability - Considers expected lifespan of the house, component structures, and flexibility
1. Non-toxic building materials - that can be re-used without being harmful to people or the environment.
2. A
 ccessible bathroom/toilet - Barrier-free access for people with varying levels of mobility e.g. doorways
are at least 82 mm wide and grab rails can be easily installed if needed.
3. K
 itchen/bathroom materials lifespan and durability - Long-life and highly durable main building
materials that enable the room’s features to be easily updated and can be re-used without being harmful.
© Copyright PRDnationwide 2018
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SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES:
INDUSTRY RANKING

To Share Your View
Go to:
survey.qut.edu.au/f/190298/ad81/

Sustainability ratings create additional market value for houses.
Investors, owners and property managers are starting to explore
the value of certified buildings through concepts such as risk,
life cycle costing, and operational efficiency.

IMPORTANCE

SUSTAINABILITY
FEATURE CATEGORY

RANK OF SUSTAINABILITY
FEATURE CATEGORY
1

2

3

4

5
5

SPATIAL PLANNING

4

OPERATION AND SERVICES

BUILDING DURABILITY

3
2

OCCUPATION HEALTH AND SAFETY

OCCUPANTS COMFORT

WHAT IS COVERED
IN THE CATEGORY

1

SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES:
COST SAVINGS AND BENEFITS
Undoubtedly, market value is affected by the supply and
demand forces of the willing buyers and willing sellers. Increasing
recognition of improved market performance associated with
sustainability rating schemes means that in order to achieve an
agreed and accurate price estimation of sustainable housing,
both suppliers and buyers need to be well-informed about
the benefits and cost savings of buying such properties. This
knowledge could be included in the marketing of the property.
The median house price of properties with recorded sustainability
features (e.g. solar panel and/or watering systems) are at least
10% higher than properties without recorded sustainability
features.

Layout and functionality of general
property features
Economic impacts of having different
sources of energy and water
Expected life of the house and components

Housing features that enhance health and
safety of occupants
Insulation and cross-flow ventilation impact
on utility savings

SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES

5

6

House median prices are
at least 10% higher for
properties with recorded
sustainability features
than properties without
recorded sustainability
features.

© Copyright PRDnationwide 2018
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FORECASTED ENERGY SAVINGS BEYOND MINIMUM 6 STAR RATINGS
Projected energy savings range from 3-18% in 2015 and from
3-32% in 2020 based on 6 star sustainable, energy efficient
residential property across Australia. The residences had solar
photovoltaic cells and triple glazing on windows, which are in
addition to 6 star sustainability features.
Weighted Average
Perth
Hobart
Adelaide
Weighted Average
Sydney West
Perth
Brisbane
Hobart
Melbourne
Adelaide
Darwin
Sydney West
Brisbane 0%
Melbourne
Darwin
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

2020
5%

10%

15%

Purchasers can save
even more money when
they buy properties with
sustainability features
beyond minimum 6 stars.

25%

30%

35%

25%

30%

35%

2015
20%

2020

2015

SHORTER TIME ON MARKET SELL PROPERTY SOONER

SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES

Time to Sell
Time
(No.to
ofSell
Days)
(No. of Days)

Properties with recorded sustainability features in Kelso,
Queensland, took fewer number of days on the market to be sold
in 2011-2013 (13 days less) than 2004-2010 (4 days more), when
150 to properties without recorded sustainability features.
compared
100
150
50
100
0
50
0

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

3

Properties with recorded
sustainability features
are on the market for
less days than properties
without recorded
sustainability features.

Year
2004

Property with Recorded Sustainability Features
2005
2006without
2007Recorded
2008 2009
2010 Features
2011 2012
Property
Sustainability
Year
Property with Recorded Sustainability Features
Property without Recorded Sustainability Features

Note: The term “Sustainability features” is used for brevity, and represents sustainability-related features that were recorded in relation to each property.
Source: PRDnationwide 2017. Australian Building Code Board (ABCB; 2010) State of South Australia (2014); Wong et al, 2017; Deng & Wu, 2014; Hurst, 2012
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SELLING THE BENEFITS OF
SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES
IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION FLOW
Real estate agents can play an important communication role in informing the decision-making
process for both sellers and buyers.
Real estate agents, along with property valuers, financiers, and other stakeholders in the residential
property purchase cycle need to have a deeper understanding of the benefits and outcomes of
sustainable housing for informing decision making practices for home owners and investors.
The diagram below highlights the opportunities to access information throughout the
property purchase life cycle from a variety of different view points. To find out more
opportunities visit PRD.com.au/green

SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES

•	Provide newsletters about
sustainability-related features
in Local Government Areas
•	Publish information about
incentives on website
•	Provide access to full building
plans or application documents

Architect

BLE HO
US
INA
TA

G
IN

•	Ensure property meets internal
layout & connection regulations

SU
S

Developer

•	Include information in advertising
about features such as: solar
panels, water tanks, energy
efficiency, building orientation,
cross-flow ventilation & type of
water unit.

•	Ensure property has water service
connections (mains supply /
rainwater /recycled water)

•	Include information about
building orientation, cross-flow
ventilation in drawings

Financier

Builder

•	Obtain information on durability of
building materials

•	Ensure any changes to the property’s
internal layout & connection regulations
are documented

•	Obtain information on type of
building material

•	Ensure property meets ceiling height
regulation

•	Obtain information on existence
of hazard

•	Drawings should include building material
specifications (e.g. lifespan and toxicity)

Valuer

E
DY AT
BO OR
RP
CO
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•	Ensure relevant visual access to
neighbours / streets displayed in
drawings

•	Provide information on durability
of building materials

Lot Owner
/ Occupant

•	Provide information on type of
building material

•	Request information about
features such as: solar panels,
water tank, energy efficiency from
Real Estate Agents

•	Provide information on existence
of hazard

•	Select properties with
sustainability-related features
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ABOUT PRDNATIONWIDE
RESEARCH
PRDnationwide’s research division provides reliable, unbiased, and
authoritative property research and consultancy to clients in metro and
regional locations across Australia.
Our extensive research capability and specialised approach ensures our clients can make
the most informed and financially sounds decisions about residential and commercial
properties.

OUR KNOWLEDGE
Access to accurate and objective research is the foundation of all
good property decisions
As the first and only truly knowledge based property services company,
PRDnationwide shares experience and knowledge to deliver innovative
and effective solutions to our clients.
We have a unique approach that integrates people, experience, systems
and technology to create meaningful business connections We focus
on understanding new issues impacting the property industry; such
as the environment and sustainability, the economy, demographic and
psychographic shifts, commercial and residential design; and forecast
future implications around such issues based on historical data and fact.

OUR PEOPLE
Our research team is made up of highly qualified researchers who
focus solely on property analysis
Skilled in deriving macro and micro quantitative information from multiple
credible sources, we partner with clients to provide strategic advice
and direction regarding property and market performance. We have the
added advantage of sourcing valuable and factual qualitative market
research in order to ensure our solutions are the most well considered
and financially viable.
Our experts are highly sought after consultants for both corporate and
government bodies and their advice has helped steer the direction of a
number of property developments and secured successful outcomes for
our clients.

OUR SERVICES

OUR SERVICES
•	Advisory and consultancy
•	Market Analysis including
profiling and trends
•	Primary qualitative and
quantitative research
•	Demographic and target
market analysis
•	Geographic information
mapping
•	Project Analysis including
product and pricing
recommendations
•	Rental and investment return
analysis
• Property Research Speaker

Our research services span over every suburb, LGA, and state
within Australia; captured in a variety of standard and customized
products
We have the ability and systems to monitor market movements,
demographic changes and property trends. We use our knowledge of
market sizes, price structure and buyer profiles to identify opportunities
for clients and provide market knowledge that is unbiased, thorough
and reliable.

PRDnationwide does not give any warranty in relation to the accuracy of the information contained in this report. If you intend to rely upon the information
contained herein, you must take note that the Information, figures and projections have been provided by various sources and have not been verified by
us. We have no belief one way or the other in relation to the accuracy of such information, figures and projections. PRDnationwide will not be liable for any
loss or damage resulting from any statement, figure, calculation or any other information that you rely upon that is contained in the material. Prepared by
PRDnationwide © Copyright PRDnationwide 2018. All medians and volumes are calculated by PRDnationwide Research. Use with written permission only. All
other responsibilities disclaimed.
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